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THE FEUIT OOM
reaches your table without being touched by the human hands and with all its richness and flavor pre

served I have spent thousands of dollars on these expensive ovens I have baked bread every day for years
In this modern bakery I bake on an average of 16000 loaves every day so I ought to know best how it should
be doneI only ask that you serve one loaf of my bread on your table Then let your folks decide who shall bake the
bread in the future If they decide in my favor you should be delighted For surely you do not wish to spend five
hours every week in the kitchen I want every woman in Washington to know how good how nutritious how
light and dainty and of what delicious flavor bread can be made when baked by our new method It is the finest
and best bread ever made And we only ask that you try one loaf I too marvel at the flavor of my Milk Bread-
I did not make that flavor all I did was to find where the finest flour was to be obtained incorporate the purest
and finest ingredients and mix it up into a loaf so that not a breath of goodness could escape

And so on through the many processes of cleanly scientific baking the result is a delicious crisp thoroughly
satisfying loaf of bread

flour used in the making of my pie crust is ground from winter wheat called soft flour This makes-
a dough considerably finer and lighter than required in the making of my bread

i As in the making of my bread the same process of sifting flour and the careful handling of the ingredients
obiter into the making of the pies
f After the dough for the pies is made ready it is rolled out on clean marble slabs and thence automatically
placed in the pans ready for the filling of fruits and flavors Only the finest quality fruits and flavors are used in
my pies fresh fruit being used when in season All fruits are cooked by steam in large copper boilers and there is
absolutely no chance of burning After the pies are filled and arranged in racks they are taken out to the bake
room where the ovens are located These ovens contain a rotary plate on which the pies are placed and are heated-
to a temperature of 500 degrees

The revolving motion of this plate insures a uniformity of heat perfect in its performance Every pie comes
out a golden brown in color crisp and delightfully good At the completion of each days baking the pie plates-
are thoroughly cleansed in a rotary cleanser and put in an oven heated to a temperature of 450 degrees and burned-
to insure absolute purity and cleanliness for the next baking

This is a feature in the manufacture of my pies I exercise great care as only by this manner can one
insure perfect cleanliness

same care and attention are exercised as in the making of my bread and pies The finest spices fresh eggs
and pure crystal sugar and milk are the principal ingredients that make my cake so good that it is enjoyed by all
who have partaken of it

the second floor at the head of the stairs entering from the front are located the offices where the
commercial accounts are cared for by a force of competent assistants

Directly in the foreground is Mr Holmes private office and it is here that all the important details of the
business are transacted

Thirtyfive wagons besides specials and a large electric automobile make my delivery system a most
and well managed department

by the drivers in having them as sanitary and freedom contaminating influences as possible
After each daily baking of Holmes products a force of men goes through the entire building from top to

cellar with pot water and soap thoroughly cleaning every bit of machinery and wood work hi the building-

In conclusion I want every housewife in Washington to give Holmes products a weeks how
likes it and see how good it seems to be saved the heat and worry of bake day

It cost us months of experimenting and thousands of dollars to perfect these delicious products costs
you only a few cents to learn of the successful result

Phone Main 4537

From Bakery to Home We Eliminate the Middle Man One Price at All Times

The Making of the PiesT-
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The Finest and Most Thoroughly Equipped Delivery System

Ones attention is immediately called to the fact that the wagons are unusually clean great care being ex-
ercised
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